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The Employee Personality Profile is a personality assessment that measures a series of behavioral traits that impact an individual's 
workplace performance and job fit. There are no right or wrong answers on the EPP. All of your responses. come together to create a unique 
personality profile for you. Similarly, there are no "good” or “bad” traits. The results from this report can heighten your self-awareness and help 
you understand how to relate better to others in the workplace.
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Josh’s Workplace Insights

Josh’s Report Summary

Attitudes & Outlook Work Habits

Temperament Interaction Style

Achievement

Openness

Self-Confidence

Patience

Competitiveness

Cooperativeness

Extroversion

Assertiveness

Conscientiousness

Motivation

Goal-oriented
Values achievement, sets goals, and prioritizes 
achieving them

Assertive
Bold, forceful and sometimes dominant presence; not 
inclined to defer

Extroverted
Socially outgoing, gregarious, often initiates social 
interactions

Competitive
Innate drive to win, measures performance in 
comparison to others

You can be described as:
Notable Traits

Josh General Population

Give Feedback with Workplace Insights 
 
One of the best ways to create a great candidate experience is to provide each applicant with 
valuable feedback. At scale, it can be a challenge to give personalized, actionable feedback to 
each person in your hiring process. That’s why we created Workplace Insights, a candidate-facing 
report that gives your candidates meaningful feedback based on their assessment results. 

Workplace Insights is a tailored report that helps candidates:

Better understand their personality 
in a work environment

Recognize their strengths (and 
potential challenges)

Learn more about the types of work that 
would be the most fulfilling for them

Identify areas for professional growth
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Meaningful Feedback =  
A Better Candidate Experience 
87% of candidates agree that they’d want to receive 
a report like this during a job application

What Candidates Are Saying 
We surveyed real job candidates to better understand how they feel about the report.

How it Works 
Workplace Insights is a personalized report that 
you can choose to send to candidates who have 
taken the Employee Personality Profile (EPP) 
and Illustrait. You can opt to automatically send 
candidates their Workplace Insights report straight 
to their inbox after they complete the assessment. 
Visit the Criteria platform to get started. 

Take your candidate experience to the 
next level with Workplace Insights. 

87%

“I have taken personalized online assessments before, and  
I can say this is the most accurate result I have gotten so far.”

“I haven’t received such detailed feedback following a job 
assessment before. Very helpful, and much appreciated.”

“Very interesting!”

“I felt that I learned 
something about myself.” 

“Accurate and 
very helpful!”

“I absolutely love that 
you share the results 
of the assessment.”
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